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Abstract—in distributed storage the files are stored in set of nodes and protected by erasure-correcting codes. We cannot identify where the 

changes have been completed, which file has been modified.Privacy, if any files are modified, the same files will not be regenerated. It takes 

more time to regenerate the same file. If all files are regenerated, we will not get the same content. This solution consist unauthorized person 

modifies the uploaded file. End user comes to know which file will be modified that file will show failed. Failed file will be regenerating the 

new node, after end user will get old file and same size.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
We introduce explicit minimum storage regenerating 

codes. Regenerating codes have two properties: first one 
remote user to get same file and same size. Second, failed 
file can be regenerate by new node. If any unauthorized 
person modified particular file then that file will be failed. 
Regenerating file help the end user to get whole data as it is 
in old file. We can provide security key on each node. Even 
we come to know were particular file has been modified and 
were particular node has been failed.No proposed 
regeneration of all file. It will leave few data sets while 
regenerating. It takes more time to regenerate a file. 

We take one source file that file will be split in four 
nodes, that file will stored in each nodes when unauthorized 
person will modify any node it will corrupt the file. After 
that file shows which node will modify and that node will 
regenerate the new node in same size that file will get the 
end user. Since the repair operation takes a lot of system 
data to measure, and because the system cannot access the 
unsuccessful hub until recovery, so the reduction of the 
repair information measurement. Contrasted and repairing 
disappointment independently the agreeable repair of 
various disappointment additionally spare data transfer 
capacity utilization when different disappointment are being 
repaired. The new node exchange a unsuccessfully 
systematic node ought to have identical knowledge as within 
the unsuccessful node. This is after termed actually 
regeneration are lot of easer to take care of since no further  
communication and process with reference to the new node 
co-efficient is needed.   

 

 

 

 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In 2010, K. V. Rashmi, N. B shah mention exact repair 
minimum distance separable codes, any failure node to be 
regenerate new files minimum storage regenerating code 
minimum storage cost minimum distance separable code 
and reduce the failure node [1]. Exact where it access the 
new node. Exact repair MDS codes that are best in restore 
bandwidth in this case(α) k/n ≤ 1/2 and d ≥ 2k - 1

1
; (b) k ≤ 3. 

Under scalar linear codes we have construct extract repair 
codes that achieve the cut set lower bound on repair band for 
the case for n ≥ 2k or k ≤ r (low bit rate),the development of 
partial length 1=r is provided. With a few changes, this 
length is feasible for all k ≤ r + 1.  

 
In 2011, VR Cadambe C. Huang mentioned minimum 

storage regenerating codes single file fail can be 
regenerating with the best bandwidth. Not only the restore 
but also term of regenerating the failed node [2]. We provide 
minimum storage regenerating codes (n, k), implementation 
of minimum distance separable. Each data and sub- symbol 
seems exactly once in every unit and thus it seems r+1 times 
within the code, once in every of the unity and once in its 
systematic node.  

 
In 2011, Z. Wang, I. Tamo and j. Brouck mentioned 

MDS array codes n-k erasure code rebuild the erasure 
column equals to 1/(n-k), our new zigzag code providing a 
RAID-6 that has best restore  updated files size and best 
access information regenerating  feature discussion consider 
read and write operation[3]. For example array code with 2 
files updated single information 1 node read at least 3 
elements and writes 3 elements because we know the value 
of old file and compare new file. Tend to restore the orderly 
center. See the devilment code. Ideally repair the orderly 
and equivalent code. In this work k the coding network is 
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developed directly rather than form its feature space. In split 
of this distance, subspace possessions should be full fill to 
ensure ideal maintenance. For the definition of the length of 
1, the development of a wide range k codes is a fascinating 
problem, so that they can best repair any hub. 

 
In 2012, N. B. Shah, K Rashmi, P. V. Kumar mentioned 

optimum repair code with totally different code rates, we 
tend to discuss the update and access complexness of 
shortened codes. Minimum storage regenerating (MSR), 
code [4]. Failed node by connecting to the any node 
downloading the data less than the size of the data set taking 
into account the ultimate goal the ideal repair code with a 
very surprising code rate. We have a tendency to talk about 
refreshing and complex abbreviations. 

 
In 2013,V. R. Cadambe, S. A. Jafar, H. Maleki, K. 

Ramchandran, and C. Suh, is said that failure code has 
search for a new file significantly reduce the restore 
bandwidth single file fail [5]. That fail node regenerating the 
new node k ≤ d ≤ n−1. Failure file exact regenerating 
amount of restore bandwidth limit of file size. Feature we 
store MSR (minimum storage regenerating code store the 
nodes more than minimum possible data. 

 
III. PROBLEMDEFINATION 

 
When any unauthorized person access or modify a 

particular file. We can’t get same data present in file before. 
Even we can’t identify where, the modify has been done and 
which file has been modified. By regenerating file we can 
help the end user to get same file and same size.  If any 
unauthorized person modified particular file then that file 
will be failed and that failed file can be regenerate by new 
node. Regenerating file help the end user to get whole data 
as it is in old file. We can provide security it terms of node. 
Where, in new node the old file will be same as it is. Even 
we come to know were particular file has been modified and 
were particular node has been failed. 
 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
  Fig 1: Architecture 
 

In the above figure data owner browse the file and 
encrypt the file after that upload the file. That uploads file 
will splits in to four packets and that packet send to each 
node. In that node we can view and modify the file. When 
user will modify the file that node will corrupt. After that 
node will be regenerated node(n5). Send the regenerated 
block to the remote user. The remote user views the file and 
downloads the file. 

 
V. IMPLIMENTATION 

 
The MSR code has two properties. In any case, the 

perfect repair attribute indicates the ability to repair in any k 
precision center errors. More specifically, if the effective 
center i∈ [k] is turned over, then at each point of the n-1 
remaining center is traversed by traversing the traversal of 
repair method 1/r sub image, the sub- in a small part of the 
1/r it stores the propagation property, that is, the information 
can be decoded from the information set on any k center 
points. For i=1, n, let Ci ∈ Fl be the i=th fragment code. 
Allowing the necessary k-point to store the information 
itself. Each of the equilibrium center point Ck + i, i = 1,  r, is 
the linear limit of the information center point, that is the 
existence of the size of l × l, Ai, j, j = 1 reversible coding 
grid, k to such a degree, to consider the perfect repair of a 
code. It is considered that the center point is cleared and is 
repaired by sending information of a fraction of the 
information of 1/r of the information stored there in from 
each of the n-1 of the collaborator center points. The perfect 
repair code for the accomplice (n, k, l) is reminiscent of the 
following logical space attribute: for any i ∈ [k], there are 
subspace Si, j ⊆F1, j 6 = i, j ∈ [n] / R, for all j ∈ [k] \, s ∈ [r] 

 
VI. RESULTS 

 

 
 
  Fig 2: Data Owner 
 
The data Owner upload their data in the node server. For 

the security purpose the data owner splits fileto four packets, 
encrypts the data file and then store in the multiple nodes. 
The data owner can have capable of manipulating the 
encrypted data files. 
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  Fig 3: Trustee 
 
The data owner upload the file that file will come to the 

trustee. The trustee will splits the file in four packets when 
that packet will safe, the safe packet will stored in each 
node. When user will modify the node that node will be 
corrupt after that trustee will show the node will fail. After 
that we can regenerated the file after that remote user will 
get old file.   

 

 
 
   Fig 3: Remote user 
 
The regenerating node combines all the packets and 

sends to Remote user. If any unauthorized user is modify the 
file in anintermediate node then Node regenerate that file 
and send to Remote user via node5.  

 
 

 
 
   Fig 4: Node 1 
 
The Node service provider manages a node to provide 

data storage service. Data owner encrypts and splits the data 
files and store them in the multiple nodes (cs1, cs2, cs3 and 
cs4) for sharing with data consumers. 

 
VII. CONCLUSTION 

 
When any file corrupted by the other end user, they 

come to know were actually file has been corrupted. When 
file corrupted the hub new node where we get same size and 
same data present in that file. End user can get whole data as 
it is. While regenerating file the hub shows were actually the 
file has been modified. Other nodes help to get same data 
present in file. 
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